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Establishing Scientific Criteria for 3-D Analysis of Cartridges

In 2013, Ryan Lilien the chief scientist at the Chicago-based
Cadre Research Labs, developed a system called
“TopMatch,” that he describes as a “3D surface topography
imaging and analysis system for firearm forensics based on the
GelSight imaging technology and custom feature-based image
comparison algorithms.” GelSight, developed at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, is a novel technology
for measuring high-resolution surface topography.
The TopMatch system based on GelSight can provide forensic
investigators with fast, micrometer-scale three-dimensional
scans of cartridges that are significantly more detailed than
earlier systems. Lilien worked with GelSight, Oakland, CA,
police department firearms experts, and researchers at NIST
to develop the new scanning system.
This “next step” research, supported by NIJ, was intended
“to fully establish the base credibility” of the technology by
establishing the best scanning practices and demonstrating
that, “the method meets the quality control criteria of other
forensic instruments.” The research was set up with three
goals, detailed in a project summary report: 1) Set up three
datasets and develop five objective measures of scan quality;
2) establish a set of best scanning practices, explore cleaning
protocols, and study focus variation and lighting effects; and 3)
develop system performance checks.
The research included experiments that tested cleaning
methods, lighting variation, aperture variation, precision,
repeatability, and prediction. The summary report notes that
all of the research goals were met, including establishing
carefully selected (cartridge) casing test sets and developing a
series of scan quality and scanner performance metrics.

demonstrated excellent repeatability and precision, eliminated the
concern of persistence contamination, and showed that both novice
and experienced operators can collect high quality scans.” The
researchers say the work “sets a solid foundation on which our
scanning methodology and comparison algorithms can build.”
Following the completion of the “best practices” and methods
verifications of this study, Lilien conducted a related, research
project on scanning and comparing firing pin impressions (FPIs) on
bullet casings. The one-year study, also supported by NIJ, created a
scanning protocol and deployed the system to crime labs to verify its
abilities. He also developed software for “virtual microscopy,” which
allows investigators to examine virtual casings instead of the physical
casings. This allows easy inter-lab collaboration and consultation
without transferring the evidence from lab to lab.
The findings from the project, the researchers concluded, benefit
the criminal justice system and the ability to more accurately
“present firearm identification and tool mark evidence in the
courtroom.”
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The report concludes that, “through this work we established
best practices (cleaning, lighting, camera settings),
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P.O. Box 1043
Concord, NH 03302

Maine
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Rhode Island
Vermont

Dear NEDIAI Membership,
I would like to take this time and thank all of you for attending the 24th Annual NEDIAI Conference at
New Hampshire in December. It was a great success, which could not have been achieved without our
dedicated members and sponsorship of our vendors.
This year, the 25th Annual NEDIAI Conference will be held at the Hotel Viking in Newport Rhode Island,
November 28, 29 and 30th. Within this newsletter you will find a “SAVE THE DATE” flyer which gives
you information on the hotel and the registration cost for the upcoming meeting.
We are currently looking for anyone interested in presenting an interesting case, new technology or a back
to basics lecture/workshop for our next meeting. If you are interested in participating in the meeting please
contact any one of our speaker chairs –Kim Freeland (freeland@uri.edu), John Grassel
(John.Grassel@risp.gov) or Bob Gallagher (bgallagher@wellesleyma.gov).
NEDIAI has been able to continue to excel in providing educational conferences, to benefit the growth of
knowledge in our forensic science community, with the generous sponsorship of our law enforcement
community. We thank you for your continued support.
Also, please note that we have scheduled the “Day in May” for May 17th, 2018. This is a Shooting
Reconstruction class which will be taught by the Rhode Island State Crime Laboratory Firearms Examiner
Neil Clapperton. This is a free class to our members and is currently limited to twenty students. The
registration form for this class is included in this newsletter.
Thank you.
Kim Freeland
NEDIAI President

For membership applications and more information, please visit our website
www.NEDIAI.org
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Letter from the Editor
Hello everyone,
We’re starting off another great year with the NEDIAI. Our new President, Kim
Freeland, has already done a lot of work for our 25th annual conference to be held
this November in Newport, RI. It will be a perfect training opportunity if you’re
able to attend and I’m sure it will be a great success. We also have our Day in May
training coming up. It’s FREE so take advantage if you can! The registration flyer
with all the details is included in this newsletter.
The success of our organization depends greatly on the participation of it’s
members. If there are any trainings or topics you’d like to see in the Journal or at
the conference, please let us know! Or, if you’d like to be a little more active, you
can present a lecture or workshop at the conference. Contact one of the Speaker
Chairs for more information.
Thanks for reading,
Amanda

WE ARE ON THE WEB!
For all the latest information
on the NEDIAI please visit
our website (www.nediai.org)
or “like” us on Facebook.
Just search “New England
Division I.A.I.” to stay up-todate with current events,
conferences, local trainings,
and all your member
information.
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
APPROVED UNIFORM LANGUAGE FOR TESTIMONY AND REPORTS
FOR THE FORENSIC LATENT PRINT DISCIPLINE

This document applies to Department of Justice
examiners who are authorized to prepare reports and
provide expert witness testimony regarding the forensic
examination of latent print evidence.

The examiner may offer any of the following conclusions:
1. Source identification (i.e., came from the same source)
2. Inconclusive
3. Source exclusion (i.e., came from different sources)

The Uniform Language for Testimony and Reports is a
quality assurance measure designed to standardize the
expression of appropriate consensus language for use by
Department examiners in their reports and testimony.
This document also identifies certain assertions that may
not be made by Department examiners in their reports
and testimony. In addition, this document is intended to
assist judges and legal practitioners by describing the
acceptable range of conclusions that may be provided by
Department examiners in their reports and testimony.

'Source identification' is an examiner's conclusion that two
friction ridge skin impressions originated from the same
source. This conclusion is an examiner's decision that the
observed friction ridge skin features are in sufficient
correspondence such that the examiner would not expect
to see the same arrangement of features repeated in an
impression that came from a different source and
insufficient friction ridge skin features in disagreement to
conclude that the impressions came from different
sources.

Department examiners are expected to prepare reports
and provide testimony consistent with the directives of
this document. However, this document does not, and
cannot, address every contingency that may occur. The
substantive content of expert testimony may be
dependent upon legal rules imposed by the court or
jurisdiction in which it is offered. This document shall be
attached to ( or incorporated by reference in) laboratory
reports or included in the case file.

The basis for a 'source identification' conclusion is an
examiner' s decision that the observed corresponding
friction ridge skin features provide extremely strong
support for the proposition that the two impressions
came from the same source and extremely weak support
for the proposition that the two impressions came from
different sources.A source identification is a statement of
an examiner's belief (an inductive inference)2 that the
probability that the two impressions were made by
different sources is so small that it is negligible. A source
identification is not based upon a statistically-derived or
verified measurement or comparison of all friction ridge
skin impression features in the world's population.

This document should not be construed to imply that
terminology, definitions, or testimony provided by
Department examiners prior to its publication that may
differ from that set forth below was erroneous, incorrect,
or indefensible. This document should also not be
construed to imply that the use of different terminology
or definitions by non-Departmental forensic laboratories
or individuals is erroneous, incorrect, or indefensible.

The following terms constitute the acceptable conclusions
that may result from a comparison of two friction ridge
skin impressions.
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___________________________________________________
This document is not intended to, does not, and may not be relied upon to
create any rights, substantive or procedural, enforceable by law by any party
in any matter, civil or criminal; nor does it place any limitation on otherwise
lawful investigative or legal prerogatives of the Department.
2 "By the process of induction or inference, predictions about new situations
are inferred or induced from the existing body of knowledge. In other words,
an inference is a generalization, but one that is made in a logical and
scientifically defensible manner. " OXFORD DICTIONARY OF FORENSIC
SCIENCE 130 (2012).
1
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measure for the accuracy of a conclusion offered in
the instant case.
'Inconclusive' is an examiner's conclusion that there is
insufficient quantity and clarity of corresponding
friction ridge skin features between two impressions
such that the examiner is unable to identify or exclude
the two impressions as originating from the same
source. The basis for an 'inconclusive' conclusion is an
examiner' s decision that a source identification or
source exclusion cannot be made due to insufficient
information in either ofthe two impressions examined.

• An examiner shall not use the expressions
'reasonable degree of scientific certainty,' 'reasonable
scientific certainty,' or similar assertions ofreasonable
certainty as a description ofthe confidence held in his
or her conclusion in either reports or testimony unless
required to do so by a judge or applicable law. 3
____________________________________________
See Memorandum from the Attorney General to Heads ofDepartment
Components (Sept. 9. 2016), https://www.justice.gov/opa/fi le/8913
66/download.
3

'Source exclusion ' is an examiner's conclusion that two
friction ridge skin impressions did not originate from
the same source. The basis for a 'source exclusion' is
an examiner's decision that
there are sufficient friction ridge skin features in
disagreement to conclude that the two impressions
came from different sources.

• An examiner shall not assert that two friction ridge
impressions originated from the same source to the
exclusion of all other sources or use the terms
'individualize' or ' individualization. ' This may wrongly
imply that a source identification is based upon a
statistically-derived or verified measurement or
comparison of all friction ridge skin impression
features in the world's population, rather than an
examiner's expert conclusion.
•An examiner shall not assert a 100% level of
certainty in his/her conclusion, or otherwise assert
that it is numerically calculated.
• An examiner shall not assert that latent print
examination is infallible or has a zero error rate.
• An examiner shall not cite the number of latent print
comparisons performed in his or her career as a
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The Next Generation of Crime Tools and Challenges: 3D Printing
3D printing technology both supports and challenges criminal investigation.
By Ruby J Chase and Gerald LaPorte
Although it is relatively new from the perspective of its
appearance in criminal investigations, 3D printing technology —
or additive manufacturing — is not new. It originated in the
1980s;[1] only in the past decade have 3D printers become
smaller and affordable enough for the mass market. (You can
purchase a basic 3D printer, which fits on a desk, for well under
$1,000.) Today, this technology is widely available and relatively
simple to use for both lawful and illicit purposes.
3D printers can create a variety of highly customizable objects at
relatively low cost. Their applications are nearly endless.
Examples of the commercial application of 3D printing include,
but are not limited to, manufacturing airplane and automotive
parts, footwear, and medical and veterinary prosthetics.
3D printing technology has also been used for criminal justice
purposes. Crime scene investigators and forensic examiners have
used it in accident reconstruction, replication of crime scene
evidence, and facial reconstruction from unidentified skeletal
remains.
Criminals are also taking advantage of the versatility of this
technology. Among the most worrying of its illicit uses is the
creation of 3D-printed guns and other weapons.[2]
The technology is widely available and relatively simple to use,
and criminals will undoubtedly find more creative ways to use it.
As a consequence, we expect to see 3D printers and their
products submitted for forensic analysis in criminal investigations,
if they have not already been. Forensic examination of 3D
printers and their products is challenging. Because of the newness
of this technology from an evidentiary perspective, there is a lack
of both forensic research and validated test procedures. This
limits the ability of forensic scientists to offer definitive
conclusions regarding this technology or its products.

● Print the object by depositing layers of a material, or materials,
in two-dimensional slices until the object is fully formed in 3D.
The process of printing an object with a 3D printer can begin in
one of four ways. The most difficult is creating the model of an
object “from scratch” using CAD software. Less difficult is
developing the model using a 3D scan or digital images of an object
— taken from multiple aspects — as a starting point. The easiest
way to begin the process is by using an existing model. Models of a
variety of different objects are readily available from several opensource file-sharing sites.
3D-printed objects are created by depositing one layer of printing
material at a time in a pattern that follows the model specifications
until the object is complete. This can be done using a variety of
materials, the most common of which are thermoplastic polymers,
photopolymers, resins, ceramics, and metals. Printing could take
minutes, hours, or days, depending on the complexity and size of
the model and the material used.[3]
There are a number of different 3D printing processes. They vary
in how the printing material is deposited and bonded together,
based on the properties of the materials used. The most common
process used for desktop 3D printers is material extrusion, or
fusion deposition modeling (FDM). These printers use inexpensive
thermoplastic filament as the printing material.[4] As shown in
exhibit 1, the process is simple: Spooled thermoplastic filament is
fed to a heated extrusion head, where it is heated to a high
temperature and forced out of the heated nozzle as the print head
moves. The material bonds and hardens as it cools. Exhibit 2 shows
an example of a horse printed from an FDM printer.

Traditional manufacturing processes subtract materials — for
example, drilling out part of the object to create holes or grinding
down a steel ball bearing to achieve the desired shape. Additive
manufacturing refers to the process of creating an object by
adding materials, a process that all 3D printers use.
There are three general steps to creating an object by 3D
printing:
● Create a 3D model (a blueprint) of the object to be
printed, using computer-aided design (CAD) software.
● Translate the model into very thin two-dimensional, crosssectional layers (slices) of the object.
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Exhibit 1 illustrates the printing process of fusion deposition modeling. The material spool feeds
filament into the extrusion head, which heats it to the melting temperature. The extrusion head
pushes the molten material out as the head moves according to the patterns specified in the
code file, laying down the material layer by layer. The material cools and solidifies to create the
desired object.
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technology that displayed the cuts on the bone in minute detail. 3D
printing experts at the University of Warwick made replicas of the
bones to demonstrate the evidence to the jury, showing that one of
the oil drum bones was a seamless fit with a limb found in one of
the suitcases. The printed bones were used in court
demonstrations, and Lorenzo Simon was convicted. (See exhibit 3
for an example of how printed bones can be used in court.)

Criminal justice practitioners can use the technology to print
replicas of evidence and crime scenes for easier courtroom
demonstrations and for a more efficient facial reconstruction
process.
Creating replicas of evidence is not a new practice; dental stone
casts of footprints and Mikrosil casts of toolmark impressions are
commonplace.[5] However, casting is not always practical in cases
where the substrate — such as soil — quickly deteriorates or is
prone to deformation. In these cases, time is a factor; 3D printing
offers a solution to this challenge. Crime scene technicians can
capture photographs of the impression from many different angles
and then use photogrammetry software to create an accurate
surface model of the impression. Using the images, they can print
an exact replica — or as many as they need — as opposed to the
traditional method of casting the impression directly to obtain a
reverse image of the evidence.
In its first use of 3D printing, the Devon and Cornwall Police in
Exeter, England, enlisted Plymouth City College to design a replica
of a weapon — a broken Newcastle Brown Ale bottle — that was
used to fatally stab Alex Peguero Sosa in the neck. The suspect, Lee
Dent, testified that it was self-defense and that he did not realize he
was holding the bottle when he hit Sosa. However, after
demonstrating to the court how he held the bottle using a 3D
replica of the broken bottle, it was clear to the jury that he was
aware of the deadly weapon in his hand. After eight hours of
deliberation, Dent was convicted of murder in 2015 for his brutal
attack.[6]
3D printing technologies helped police understand one particularly
gruesome case in Birmingham, England, and present printed body
parts to the jury instead of disturbing and distracting graphic
photos.[7] Convicted killer Lorenzo Simon murdered Michael
Spalding in 2014, then dismembered the body, stuffed most of it
into two suitcases after trying unsuccessfully to burn some of the
bones, and threw the suitcases into a local canal.[8] Police
recovered part of the victim’s humerus from an oil drum furnace
found in Simon’s garden and the two suitcases filled with Spalding’s
body parts from the canal. Nine pieces of bone from the oil drum
and the suitcases were x-rayed at different angles using 3D scanning
Volume 1 of 3, 2018

Small items of evidence can also be printed at a large scale to show
detail. Impression evidence such as friction ridge impressions (latent
prints), footwear, and tire treads captured using 3D technology can
be enlarged to examine specific details that may not be visible to
the naked eye and can be used for courtroom demonstrations. For
example, using large-scale models of two compared fingerprints
that display shared minutiae may
help the jury understand the
evidence’s significance and
limitations.
3D printing is also becoming
useful in facial reconstruction. In
traditional facial reconstruction,
artists layer clay on to a real skull
until facial features are restored
and then take pictures of the
restored face.[9] However, this
practice can damage the skull. It is
also standard practice to have
several artists create
reconstructions to focus on facial Exhibit 4: 3D-printed skulls like this
features that are difficult to discern one can be used for facial
to minimize damage to
solely from the shape of skull.[10] reconstructions
the real skull.
The entire process gets completed Photo taken by Ruby J Chase, on
behalf of NIJ.
several times on the same skull,
one artist at a
time, with the potential for skull damage increasing with each
reconstruction. 3D printing and other software systems can
eliminate the need to handle the original skull beyond scanning it
once (see exhibit 4). Several artists can receive the computer model
of the skull and create virtual reconstructions using software
programs that imitate clay reconstruction, or they can receive 3Dprinted replicas for traditional reconstructions.[11] Because each
artist would have his or her own skull replica, the clay does not
have to be stripped and the entire set of reconstructions can be
saved and compared. The use of 3D printing for investigations and
court demonstrations is still new, but the possibilities and potential
applications in this area will continue to evolve.
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The primary concern from a criminal justice perspective with
regard to 3D printing is the ability to manufacture difficult-todetect, untraceable contraband.
The 3D printing community has an open-source mindset, and so
users have access to several repository websites from which they
can download a design file instead of creating their own. Of
course, the industrial community and even some hobbyists prefer
to patent and restrict access to their designs, but the criminal
justice field is less concerned with those files. The open-source
files, however, are of great concern because anyone can
download and modify them. They can download and use design
files and blueprints for weapons or bomb parts, regardless of
their intent. An innocent object could be modified for illicit
applications. The download and modification of these files is not
currently federally regulated, but the State Department has
proposed regulation of posted blueprints for 3D-printed
firearms.[12] Also, the most popular open-source repository’s
terms of service states that by using the site, you agree not to
collect, upload, transmit, display, or distribute any content that
promotes illegal activities or contributes to the creation of
weapons.[13]
Using 3D printing technology to create guns is a controversial
topic; despite the controversy, there is no doubt that building a
gun with a 3D printer can be done with relative ease using
inexpensive technology. There is very little regulation on making
and owning a 3D gun, which, in turn, creates challenges in
identifying parts and materials during an investigation. Users have
already shown that anyone with a low-end 3D printer can
download publicly available, open-source files and print the
plastic parts to make a working firearm. The threat of
homemade, untraceable firearms is real — a murder-suicide in
2016 in Walnut Creek, California, and a 2013 mass murder at a
Santa Monica college were both committed with homemade
weapons, colloquially termed “ghost guns” because they are not
made with serial numbers. California recently passed a law,
effective on July 1, 2018, that will require a person who
manufactures or assembles a firearm (including 3D-printed guns
and other homemade firearms) to first apply to the California
Department of Justice for a unique serial number or other
identifying mark.[14]
In addition to creating difficult-to-detect, untraceable contraband
like firearms or bomb parts, criminals are using 3D printing for
other illicit purposes, such as to manufacture counterfeit parts
that can be used in fraud cases. In fall 2014, Spanish and Bulgarian
authorities infiltrated an organized crime ring that was
committing credit card fraud by printing the equipment to
manufacture fake plastic card slot bezels installed on ATMs and
point-of-sale terminals as “ATM skimmers.” The criminal
network was operating in Italy, France, Spain, and Germany;
authorities made 31 arrests and confiscated more than 1,000
devices.[15]
New printer technologies debut regularly. Printing materials such
as carbon fiber, titanium, and other metals are becoming more
popular, and printers capable of printing in metal are becoming
Volume 1 of 3, 2018

less expensive.[16] The law enforcement community is
concerned about people printing metal objects such as explosive
devices, weapons, or other parts for illicit purposes. In addition,
criminals who enter the country illegally and need to acquire
weapons or other equipment for illegal activity can use 3D
printers — this may be difficult for law enforcement to trace.
3D printing may also offer a way to successfully bypass a number
of biometric security measures. Materials like thermoplastic
polyurethane and nylon remain flexible when printed and could
be used to print a fingerprint or a handprint. This includes friction
ridge detail and blood vessels underneath the “skin,” so warm
blood substitute can make the fake print warm, as if it is living
tissue. It is also feasible that a desktop printer could print the
pattern of blood vessels in the eye to bypass retinal scanning. The
applications for which criminals could use 3D printing are limited
only by their creativity.

Investigations involving 3D printing are likely to include collection
and analysis of digital media, such as CAD files, and physical
evidence such as printed objects, printers, and printing materials.
Computer forensics can play a pivotal role during the
investigation of crimes involving 3D printers; however, here the
focus is on the analysis of physical evidence.
The objective of most forensic examinations involving physical
evidence is either to analyze an item to determine its origin or to
compare the item with materials seized from a known source to
determine if they share an origin. The analysis of most physical
evidence includes identifying class characteristics that may be
common to a manufacturer or a specific model, and individual
characteristics that are unique markings imparted on an item
from a specific 3D printer.
Forensic scientists can use visual, microscopic, optical, and tracechemical methods to analyze and compare physical evidence
related to 3D printers; these same methods are commonly used
to link questioned documents with inkjet printing devices.[17]
Although forensic analyses are available to analyze metals,
plastics, resins, polymers, and a host of other trace materials,
there is very little research on the analysis of 3D-printed objects
to evaluate individual characteristics imparted from the printer.
For example, tracking a printed object back to an individual
printer or a spool of thermoplastic filament (or other printing
material) would be extremely helpful during an investigation.
There are also other trace-chemical examinations to consider,
such as analyzing finishing products (e.g., paints or dyes) that may
have been used, or pollens and dust caught in the printed object
as the printing material dried.
There is great potential to recover latent prints and DNA from
3D printers (and their components) and printed objects.
Understanding the type of surface of a 3D-printed object is
critical to recovering a quality latent print; forensic scientists can
use different chemical methods to recover prints, depending on
the surface type. Given that 3D-printed objects may have
different pliability, porosity, or other physical variations, we need
more research to optimize latent print recovery.
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Finally, DNA analysis can be a powerful forensic method for
linking a suspect to an object, but once again, more work is
necessary to understand and optimize recovery of DNA
evidence from the various materials available for 3D printing.
Over the years, 3D printing technology has become inexpensive
and easy to use, allowing the public to have access to this
advanced manufacturing process. The criminal justice system is
using 3D printing in evidence replication, facial reconstruction,
crime scene reconstruction, and court demonstrations. While
3D printing is a tool that can support investigations, it is also a
tool for criminals, who can use the technology to print guns and
other weapons and objects for a host of nefarious activities.

Exhibit 5: Close-up image of a 3Dprinted skull showing the striations
that the layers produce as they are
deposited. These striations are
found in all 3D-printed objects.
Photo taken by Ruby J Chase, on
behalf of NIJ.

A completed FDM object does
not require post-treatment unless
the hobbyist uses support material
in the printing. With the FDM
technique, one cannot deposit
printing material without
somewhere to deposit it, so some
objects require support material
to be printed underneath
overhanging parts of the
object.[18] Users will need to
remove the support material to
obtain the final, desired object.
Users can also sand, polish, and
paint the object, although the
objects are difficult to finish in this
way because of the striations that
the layers produce as they are
deposited (see exhibit 5). Each
change made to a printed object
introduces individualities that can
be analyzed, but how the object
changes with each type of posttreatment has not been studied.

The thermoplastic filament used for FDM printers includes, but
is not limited to, ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene), PLA

(polylactic acid), PVA (polyvinyl acid), PC (polycarbonate), TPU
(thermoplastic polyurethane), nylon, and PETG (polyethylene
terephthalate), which is a version of PET modified specifically
for 3D printing.[19] Forensic scientists can conduct tracechemical examinations on all of these thermoplastics, but there
is very little research on the forensic value of this type of
analysis and on whether forensic scientists could make
conclusive statements about the origins of a 3D-printed object.
Forensic capabilities are currently lagging because there has
been limited exposure to crimes involving 3D printers. There is
also little research on how to associate the materials and objects
with a specific 3D printer or class of printers. For example,
materials such as PETG, copper-infused filament, and woodfiber-infused filament are being designed specifically for FDM
3D printers; research could help identify and forensically
compare these materials. 3D printers and the objects they print,
as well as the associated software and files, are likely to have
evidentiary value with a greater understanding of this
technology.

, B.A., M.S.F.S., is a contractor employed by Booz
Allen Hamilton supporting NIJ’s Office of Investigative and
Forensic Sciences. Gerald LaPorte, B.S., B. Commerce,
M.S.F.S., is the director of NIJ’s Office of Investigative and
Forensic Sciences.
This article discusses the following grants:
● "Investigation of Post-Mortem Magnetic Resonance
Imaging for the Detection of Intraneural Hemorrhage,"
grant number 2013-DN-BX-K004
● “Transition Metal Cluster Compounds for the
Fluorescent Identification and Trace Detection of
Substances of Abuse,” grant number 2012-R2-CXK005
● "Low-Cost Handhel Spectrometer and Cloud-Based
Data Analysis for Improved Identification of Substances
of Abuse," grant number 2015-R2-CX-0035
NIJ Journal No. 279, posted December 2017 (see NCJ 250697
for all notes and references)
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How Good a Match is It? Putting Statistics into Forensic Firearms Identification
February 08, 2018

On February 14, 1929, gunmen working for Al Capone
disguised themselves as police officers, entered the
warehouse of a competing gang, and shot seven of their
rivals dead. The St. Valentine’s Day Massacre is famous
not only in the annals of gangland history, but also the
history of forensic science. Capone denied involvement, but
an early forensic scientist named Calvin Goddard linked
bullets from the crime scene to Tommy guns found at the
home of one of Capone’s men. Although the case never
made it to trial—and
Capone’s involvement
was never proved in a
court of law—media
coverage introduced
millions of readers to
Goddard and his
strange-looking
microscope.

might cause a false positive match—a concept similar to
match probabilities for DNA evidence.
“No scientific method has a zero error rate,” said John
Song, a NIST mechanical engineer and the lead author of
the study. “Our goal is to give the examiner a way to
estimate the probability of this type of error so the jury can
take that into account when deciding guilt or innocence.”
The new approach also seeks to transform firearm
identification from a subjective method that depends on an
examiner’s experience and judgement to one that is based
on objective measurements. A landmark 2009 report from
the National Academy of Sciences (link is external) and a
2016 report from the President’s Council of Advisors on
Science and Technology (link is external) both called for
research that would bring about this transformation.
The Theory Behind Forensic Ballistics

That microscope had a
split screen that allowed
Goddard to compare
bullets or cartridge
cases, the metal cases
a gun ejects after firing
a bullet, side by side. If
markings on the bullets
or cases matched, that
indicated that they were
fired from the same gun. This is not Calvin Goddard. Wilmer Souder,
Firearms examiners still a physicist and early forensic scientist at the
Bureau of Standards, now NIST,
use that same method National
compares two bullets using a comparison
today, but it has an
microscope. Souder learned forensic
techniques from Calvin Goddard, another
important limitation:
After visually comparing early scientist in the field.
two bullets or cartridge Credit: Photo by NBS/NIST; source: NARA
cases, the examiner can
offer an expert opinion as to whether they match. But they
cannot express the strength of the evidence numerically,
the way a DNA expert can when testifying about genetic
evidence.
Now, a team of researchers at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) has developed a
statistical approach for ballistic comparisons that may
enable numerical testimony. While other research groups
are also working on this problem, the advantages of the
NIST approach include a low error rate in initial tests and
that it is relatively easy to explain to a jury. The researchers
described their approach in Forensic Science International
(link is external).
When comparing two cartridge cases, the NIST method
produces a numerical score that describes how similar they
are. It also estimates the probability that random effects
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When a gun is fired, and the bullet blasts down the barrel, it
encounters ridges and grooves that cause it to spin,
increasing the accuracy of the shot. Those ridges dig into
the soft metal of the bullet, leaving striations. At the same
time that the bullet explodes forward, the cartridge case
explodes backward with equal force against the mechanism
that absorbs the recoil, called the breech face. This stamps
an impression of the breech face into the soft metal at the
base of the cartridge case, which is then ejected from the
gun.

A fired bullet with rifling impressions from the barrel of a gun (left). A fired
cartridge case and fired bullet (right). Experts can often identify the weapon used
based on rifling impressions on the bullet or impressions on the primer (the silvercolored metal) at the base of the cartridge case.
Credit: Robert Thompson/NIST

The theory behind firearm identification is that microscopic
striations and impressions left on bullets and cartridge
cases are unique, reproducible, and therefore, like “ballistic
fingerprints” that can be used to identify a gun.
Continued on page 17
Page 16

Continued from page 16

If investigators recover bullets or cartridge cases from a
crime scene, forensic examiners can test-fire a suspect’s
gun to see if it produces ballistic fingerprints that match the
evidence.

With more diverse datasets, researchers will be able to
create separate models for different types of guns and
ammunition. That would make it possible to estimate
random match rates for the various combinations that might
be used in a crime.

But bullets and cartridge cases that are fired from different
guns might have similar markings, especially if the guns
were consecutively manufactured. This raises the possibility
of a false positive match, which can have serious
consequences for the accused.
A Statistical Approach
In 2013, Song and his NIST colleagues developed an
algorithm that compares three-dimensional surface scans of
the breech face impressions on cartridge cases. Their
method, called Congruent Matching Cells, or CMC, divides
one of the scanned surfaces into a grid of cells, then
searches the other surface for matching cells. The greater
the number of matching cells, the more similar the two
surfaces, and the more likely they are to have come from
the same gun.
In their recent study, the researchers scanned 135 cartridge
cases that were fired from 21 different 9-millimeter pistols.
This produced 433 matching image pairs and 4,812 nonmatching pairs. To make the test even more difficult, most
of the pistols were consecutively manufactured.
The CMC algorithm classified all the pairs correctly.
Furthermore, almost all the non-matching pairs had zero
matching cells, with a handful having one or two due to
random effects. All the matching pairs, on the other hand,
had at least 18 matching cells. In other words, the matching
and non-matching pairs fell into highly separated
distributions based on the number of matching cells.
“That separation indicates that the probability of random
effects causing a false positive match using the CMC
method is very low,” said co-author and physicist Ted
Vorburger.
A Better Way to Testify
Using well-established statistical methods, the authors built
a model for estimating the likelihood that random effects
would cause a false positive match. Using this method, a
firearms expert would be able to testify about how closely
the two cartridges match based on the number of matching
cells, and also the probability of a random match, similar to
the way forensic experts testify about DNA.

Typical results for a comparison of breech face impressions on cartridge case primers,
using the NIST technique known as Congruent Matching Cells, or CMC. In pair A,
almost all the cells from the first image match cells from the second image, indicating
that the two cartridge cases were likely fired by the same gun. In pair B, some cells find
similar cells, but they are randomly distributed, and therefore, not considered matching.
Only the area of interest for each primer is shown. Portions of the primer surface that
were not compared appear in white. The color scale indicates relative surface height in
micrometers.
Credit: Johannes Soons/NIST

Other groups of researchers are working on ways to
express the strength of evidence numerically, not only for
firearms but also fingerprints and other types of pattern
evidence. Many of those efforts use machine learning and
artificial intelligence-based algorithms to compare patterns
in the evidence. But it can be difficult to explain how
machine-learning algorithms work.
“The CMC method can be easily explained to a jury,” Song
said. “It also appears to produce very low false positive error
rates.”
_______________________________________________
Paper: J. Song, T.V. Vorburger, W. Chu, J. Yen, J.A. Soons,
D.B. Ott, and N.F. Zhang. Estimating error rates for firearm
evidence identifications in forensic science. Forensic
Science International. Published online 13 December 2017.
DOI: 10.1016/j.forsciint.2017.12.013

Although this study did not include enough test-fires to
calculate realistic error rates for actual casework, the study
has demonstrated the concept. “The next step is to scale up
with much larger and more diverse datasets,” said
Johannes Soons, a NIST mechanical engineer and coauthor of the study.
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NEDIAI Day in May

Training Opportunities
Investigative Analysis and Crime Scene Reconstruction

Dover Police Dept
May 7-11, 2018
Presented by TriTech Forensics
Tuition cost $565
Contact Phil Sanfilippo at phil@tritechusa.com or
register at tritechtraining.com
Homicide Investigation Course
NESPIN
May 10-11, 2018
Tuition cost $425
Register online at greeleyassociates.com or call
1-877-235-9090
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South Kingstown Police Dept
May 17, 2018
Instructor Neil Clapperton
Tuition cost FREE
See registration form on page 18 for details

Evidence Room Management
Hampton Police Dept
May 17-18, 2018
Instructor Joe Willis (Ret. Keene PD)
Tuition cost $275
Contact willis03431@yahoo.com or call 603-499-2424

Certified Firearm Specialist
Boston Police Dept
May 23-25, 2018
ITuition cost $525
Contact IFSA at 813-422-4674 or email
Info@GunLearn.com
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25 Annual NEDIAI Educational Conference
Newport, RI
November 28, 29, and 30, 2018

For more information, please visit:
www.NEDIAI.org

